The Willow Newsletter Spring 2020

Week 6

February 10th – 14th

What a quirky week we’ve had with ‘q’. The letter of the week table was covered with a
quince, a quiver, a question mark, a quid, a queen frog, quinoa and some photos of the
Queen. The home corner was transformed into Buckingham Palace; the children have
really enjoyed playing in it all week. On Monday the children looked at some pictures of
Queen Elizabeth and used paint, wool and buttons to make her portrait.

Sarah and Caroline’s groups made queens under a quilt, while Shazeda’s group made
queen bees. Drawing, cutting and sticking were just some of the skills the children
used.

One morning the children stepped back in time to see how challenging it was to write
with a quill. Louis’ Granny searched high and low in the shops to find a quince - so nice
for the children to see something different.

A very special break time treat, and great for counting skills, were Quavers. They
were as popular as we thought they would be!

On Wednesday we had break with the Queen, everyone had to remember to use their
best table manners while they made and ate a sandwich.

Octavia was beside herself at the Queen’s visit (Amanda) She found two jewels which
she insisted she wanted to give to the queen to add to her crown. Much to her delight
she received a thank you letter, what a lovely surprise!

Cooking this week was a healthy quinoa salad. The children chose from a variety of
vegetables and herbs which they chopped and snipped before stirring it all together.
Another new taste for the children to explore.

On Tuesday the children made cracking crowns. They made attempts to cut a zig zag
shape on the top before decorating them with bright paints, buttons and jewels, some
even added some ermine.

By popular demand messy play was hand painting which didn’t exactly stay on their
hands or paper, it was everywhere!

The children made beautiful Valentine hearts to hang as a decoration. They used saltdough which they rolled and flattened and then used a heart shape cutter. Once baked
in the oven they were painted red and ready to take home as a loving treat for
someone. Everyone has also made a Valentine’s card to share with loved ones.

One afternoon the children worked as a team to make a friendship quilt which can be
seen hanging in the outside learning area, do have a look to see what friendly messages
they suggested.

The afternoon children used seeds from the tomatoes that were bought for cooking to
extend their learning. They scooped out the seeds and dried them before planting
them carefully in a small decorated pot. Please encourage them to look after their
tomato plant so they can watch it grow.

The children continue to enjoy our London project, thank you Aubrey for the lovely
books you brought to school for us to read.

Breaking news! Pirates stole the Queen’s jewels and The Willow’s Treasure chest! The
children set to task to find them. A treasure map was made and the children hunted
everywhere around The Willow and the garden to find the stolen treasure. With
sustenance from a making a quinoa salad and a Friday Feast break they managed to
locate the stolen treasure and the day was saved!
Eglantine and India made a water xylophone by putting differing amounts of water in
various sized jam jars. India really enjoyed playing her new musical instrument.

We wish you all a very happy half-term and do remember to let us know if you are
travelling outside of the UK or to an infected area.
Reminders:
•

Our letter of the week next week will be ‘r’.

•
•

We will be learning about the importance of road safety.
We are now getting very low on milk foil tops, please do wash and keep for us

•

it you have milk delivered at home.
We will continue with our RULER words for the next two weeks will be –
Disappointed – sad when something didn’t happen the way you wanted it to
happen (low in energy & not very pleasant) & Angry – very upset with someone
who did something you did not like (high in energy & not very pleasant).

